To avoid the emergence of unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision, a hybrid modeling and predicting method combined fuzzy theory and exponential smoothing method is proposed. Fuzzy theory is mainly used to solve thr difficuty in the determination of the smoothing coefficient. The validation result shows that the proposed prediction method presents a good modeling and predicting performance. It is feasible and effective to predict the unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision for management and decision-making.
Introduction
The time series analysis model [1] and Grey prediction model [2] , both in parameters estimate, adopt the least square method to perform the curve fitting of historical data. It can be seen from the test result for Grey prediction model that the fitting effect between curve and historical data is very good, but the prediction is not good, because the more important in the forecast for the is fit well of the recent data, and the accurate fitting for historical data is unnecessary.
Using the exponential smoothing method in prediction of unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision, need to avoid the shortcomings for processing data in least square method. It lays particular emphasis on some dissimilarity in processing data. it is a light weight. Its dependence on recent historical data is greater, Its dependence on early historical data is smaller. The degree of dependence relies directly on the smoothing coefficient a , but a is also a fuzzy data, the possibility of the size of its value also affects the possibility of prediction value. It is very pivotal to select the smoothing coefficient a in the application of exponential smoothing principle.
According to the fuzziness between good and bad of the smoothing coefficient a , the basic principles of exponential smoothing method [3] [4] is integrated with fuzzy mathematics theory to obtain the the optimal values of the smoothing coefficient a , and the actual data unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision is used to predict and analyze for method validation.
Fuzzy exponential smoothing model
In fuzzy exponential smoothing model, on the basis of exponential smoothing model, first fuzzy the smoothing exponential a , and determine a threshold value (0 1) λ λ ≤ ≤ according to the membership function of a , and then select a that membership ( ) x µ λ ≥ to get a set A λ with λ level of fuzzy set A  . The set is taken as the smoothing exponential set for prediction, using the exponential smoothing model to predict. we can get a group of more possible prediction value.
( ) ( )
International Conference on Automation, Mechanical Control and Computational Engineering (AMCCE 2015) where ( ) p t S is the p-order exponential smoothing value; a is the smoothing exponential; t y is the number of unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision per year; p is the exponential smoothing times; t is the years.
Calculation of smoothing coefficient
To use the exponential smoothing principle, choosing a proper weight coefficient is very important, which can directly affect the prediction result.
The size of a reflects the effect of data of different period in the prediction value. The greater a , the larger the proportion of recent data in the prediction, in the limit cases, 1 a = ,
, i.e., the expected value at next moment is equal to the actual value at the moment; Conversely, the smaller a , the smaller the role of recent data, 0 a = , (1) (1)
y − does not play the role, the expected value at next moment is equal to the expected value at the moment, the actual value at the moment does not play the role. So how to take a ? the good and bad of a value is an opposition concep, in the process of division, they have not the absolutely clear boundaries with intermediary transitional, is a fuzzy concept of objective existence. This is the fuzzy of optimization value and an objective attribute of things which present in the process of division of good and bad, It is also the basis of the establishment of a value using the fuzzy optimization theory [5] .
Suppose that X is the domain, namely, n scheme of the a value of smoothing exponential form a solution set: 
where ij x is the index characteristic quantity of i-th evaluation factor of j-th value scheme.
Actual example
To validate the proposed prediction model, we can use the actual number of unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision obtained from an air route traffic control center in China from 1985 year to 1997 year as shown in Table 1 to establish the fuzzy exponential smoothing model, and then predict the unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision from 1998 year to 2001 year by built model.
Through analysis , we can give the fitting weight of data [0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.8,1,1,1,1,1] Table 1 One order smoothing value of number of unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision from 1985 year to 1997 year Table 2 Three order smoothing value of number of unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision from 1985 year to 1997 year
The matrix of index characteristic quantity is as the exponential smoothing to perform the prediction calculation. Then the prediction value of three order exponential smoothing table is shown in Table 2 . So we can get ( ) Table 3 . Table 3 Prediction results of number of unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision from 1998 year to 2001 year
The prediction error of the model is between 4.3%~18.3%, taking into account the safety practicalities of aircraft collision that occurred, this model is quite accurate in short-term prediction.
Conclusions
For the prevention of unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision, a fuzzy exponential smoothing prediction method is proposed. In the method, the fuzzy theory is introduced to determine the smoothing exponential. Actual example on unsafe event concerned on aircraft collision shows that the proposed fuzzy exponential smoothing model can give a more satisfactory prediction result with easily understanding. It is the supplement and enhancement for the existing aircraft anti-collision approach. The prediction results obtained by the model reflect the actual safety situation of aircraft anti-collision as a whole and can assist the support the management and decision-making for preventing the aircraft collision.
